Center City Corridors Specific Plan – Community
Stakeholder Group Meeting #2
Introduction
Date & Time: November 18, 2020 – 5:30 pm to 7:30 pm
Location: Virtual Meeting via Zoom
Format: Live‐stream video webinar presentation through Zoom led by City Staff and the Consultant
Team. Community Stakeholder Group members had the ability to speak and ask questions at set
points during the presentation; community attendees could participate using the Chat feature to
provide comments and ask questions throughout the presentation.
City Staff/Consultant Team in Attendance:
City of Anaheim: Elaine Thienprasiddhi, Kevin Clausen‐Quiroz, Susan Kim, JJ Jimenez
RRM Design Group: Diane Bathgate, Matt Ottoson as well as RRM support staff
Arellano Associates: Stacey Falcioni, Nancy Verduzco
Community Stakeholder Group Members in Attendance:
Community Stakeholder Member
Elia Renteria
Linda Newby
Ryan Sparks
Carlotta Clark
Maritza Bermudez
Nancy Holloway
Enrique Quiaoit
Fernanda Cisneros
Robert Saldivar
John Machiaverna
Chris Bennett

Association
District 3 Representative
District 4 Representative
Resident Applicant
Resident Applicant
Priority Neighborhoods Resident
Historic Preservation Committee
Religious Institution (St. Boniface)
Anaheim High School Student
Anaheim Union High School District
Boys & Girls Club
Commercial Property Owner/Developer

Community Members in Attendance (exclusive of panelists): 25
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Parks and Community Facilities
JJ Jimenez of the Community Services Department provided an overview and background of ongoing
Parks efforts within the Center City Corridors Specific Plan area to the CSG and community attendees.
This included capital projects and funding sources, Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) selection, and
complete, in progress, and proposed parks. Kevin Clausen‐Quiroz of the Economic Development
Department also provided an overview of ongoing efforts at the Northgate Market site at Anaheim
Boulevard and North Street.. Questions and input received by the CSG and community attendees are
summarized below.

Presentation Slides
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Parks and Community Facilities Comments/Questions from CSG and Community Attendees
1. Chris Bennett: When a developer pays a park fee for a housing development, does that money stay
in that area of the City?


Response: Yes, the park impact fees a developer pays for a development stay in the district in
which the project is to be located.

2. Enrique Quiaoit: Where does the majority of park funding go to? Has the pandemic affected the
source of funding?


Response: The majority of funding received comes from development impact fees and grants.
The pandemic has affected the Parks operational budget and general fund bottom line, but less
so than anticipated as construction projects have continued and there is healthy growth of new
development activity and subsequent development impact fees that have been collected.

3. Elia Renteria: Has there been talks of having a walking trail outside of our normal bike lanes?


Response: The City’s existing Parks Plan and Outdoors Connectivity Plan include direction for
incorporating walking trails within the Center City Specific Plan area. It should be mentioned that
the City is largely built out in the Center City area which makes it more challenging to
incorporate from both a financial and land acquisition perspective. Park fees can assist in
implementing these types of projects.

4. Ryan Sparks: Anaheim Coves is an interesting example of a local walking trail. Would be great to see
more trails.


Response: Noted. Anaheim Coves is a great local walking trail example that will be reviewed as
part of the specific plan effort going forward.

5. Carlotta Clark: Is there any funding available for a dog park in the center city area? No park within
walking distance has a dog park. I drive to Jacaranda Park but there are a lot of empty lots along
Santa Ana and near Little Peoples Park.


Response: Currently the City does have some funding for new park projects within the Center City
area. However, the challenge is finding adequate space to accommodate a dog park facility. In
general, dog parks need at least 1 acre to allow for separate areas for small and big dogs,
however something smaller in size may be appropriate if the right site is able to be acquired.

6. Maritza Bermudez: I loved and support the Northgate Market idea.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the Northgate Market concept.

7. Elia Renteria: Would the Northgate Market be a City‐run facility?
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Response: Yes, the City would run the Northgate Market with a 3rd party provider running the
day‐to‐day operations.

Parks and Community Facilities Interactive Exercise
As part of the Parks and Community Facilities presentation, a Zoom poll was conducted to capture CSG
and community attendee input on their preferred design concept for a new pocket park at Bellevue
Park. CSG and community attendee preferences are summarized below, with Option C – Active Park,
receiving the highest number of responses.
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Question: Which Bellevue Park option do you prefer?
A. Option A – English Style Park
Total Votes: 4
B. Option B – Respite Park
Total Votes: 4
C. Option C – Active Park
Total Votes: 18
Land Use
RRM Design Group provided a Planning 101 overview and presented preliminary land use concepts
within the Center City Corridors Specific Plan area to the CSG and community attendees. The Planning
101 portion covered the basics of what a General Plan and Zoning Code are, what their purpose is, and
how a specific plan fits into these City documents. As part of the preliminary land use concepts, five land
use categories were presented to convey the different approaches the Plan Area, which included No
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Change, Minor Change for General Plan and Zoning Consistency, (New) Corridor Flex, Mixed‐Use, and
(New) Mixed‐Use Industrial. Questions and input received by the CSG and community attendees are
summarized below.
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Land Use Comments/Questions from CSG and Community Attendees
1. Elia Renteria: Are we limiting the types of uses?


Response: The Center City Corridors Specific Plan document will identify allowed uses and uses
that are not allowed based on the land use designation of a given parcel.

2. Carlotta Clark: The [Mixed‐Use Industrial] is a good idea, hopefully a brewery could draw a crowd
and also have outdoor spaces.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the preliminary Mixed‐Use Industrial land use
concept.

3. Elia Renteria: Could they shut down parts of streets [in the Mixed‐Use Industrial area] to encourage
walking?


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the preliminary Mixed‐Use Industrial land use
concept. Mobility and transportation concepts will be discussed in more detail during our next
CSG #3 meeting.

4. Elia Renteria: Looks like a fun project and likes seeing that area of land being potentially utilized.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the preliminary land use concepts.

5. Community Member: What does the flex mean? Changing buildings, or just zoning?
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Response: The preliminary land use concept Corridor Flex was presented as a land use/zone
strategy that would allow for adaptive reuse of existing commercial, office, home office,
hospitality, and residential uses along portions of the C3SP primary corridors. No buildings are
proposed to be changed, however if implemented, the corridor flex would allow property owners
to change and/or redevelop their properties, consistent with the relevant development
standards.

6. Community Member: [Where] along Anaheim Blvd [would the corridor flex] be placed?


Response: As a preliminary land use concept, the Corridor Flex would be located along portions
of Anaheim Boulevard south of South Street and north of Vermont Avenue. This preliminary land
use concept is also identified along portions of Ball Road east of Palm Street and west of Iris
Street as well as along portions of Harbor Boulevard from Vermont Avenue to Santa Ana Street,
Cypress Street to Sycamore Street, North Street to just south of La Palma Avenue, and the
immediately adjacent parcels just south of Victor Avenue.

7. Community Member: Also, any insight into why current mixed‐use buildings have not seen the retail
presence we hoped for (i.e. Alexan CtrCity)?


Response: As part of the Center City Corridors Specific Plan, an economic market analysis has
been conducted to determine the appropriate land uses and distribution within the Plan Area.
The Specific Plan document will provide development standards to establish successful retail
conditions within the Plan Area.

8. Community Member: The stretch of Harbor Boulevard between Pearson Park (Sycamore) and La
Palma is what we call the "Autobahn", due to the tendency of traffic to speed through that stretch.
There are blind corners at Wilhelmina and there are an inordinate amount of accidents. I would
appreciate that you would look into the collision records for the area before making decisions.


Response: Existing conditions and data related to mobility and transportation are currently being
analyzed by the Consultant Team and will be factored into any final land use decisions. Both
mobility and transportation will be discussed more in more depth at our upcoming CSG Meeting
#3.

9. Community Member: Not sure if it is directly applicable to this section, but maintaining or
developing the Colony Square/Anaheim Ballet parcel is a great opportunity to maintain day‐to‐day
needs of local community (dance/arts classes), create pedestrian zone from Washington Park,
through Colony Square and the new Center Green park, through Friendship Plaza to Center Street
and Packing District.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the preliminary land use concepts. City staff
and the Consultant Team will evaluate and address the pedestrian zone concept as part of the
upcoming CSG Meeting #3.
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10. Community Member: Have you planned for adequate parking?


Response: The Center City Corridors Specific Plan development standards will identify parking
requirements based on a proposed land use to ensure parking is adequately accounted for in a
development based on industry best practices.

11. Community Member: I like the [Mixed‐Use Industrial] concept and would be a great extension of
FRAN. To Carlotta’s point, visitors could park [in the southern area] then FRAN to Center City.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on the preliminary Mixed‐Use Industrial land use
concept.

Supplementary Land Use Discussion
As part of the land use analysis conducted for the Center City Corridors Specific Plan effort, a number of
existing commercial uses located within residential neighborhoods were identified. These conditions
predate zoning and are grandfathered in but would not be allowed to be replaced or built new today.
These existing commercial uses include small markets, offices, and services (hair salon) and provide ease
of access for nearby residents. Kevin Clausen‐Quiroz of the Economic Development Department
provided an overview of the existing commercial uses located within residential neighborhoods and
asked for CSG and community member feedback on whether or not this concept should be continued.
Feedback received as part of this discussion is not necessarily associated with the Center City Corridors
Specific Plan effort and the City is considering as part of a larger citywide analysis and effort.
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Supplementary Land Use Comments/Questions from CSG and Community Attendees
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1. Elia Renteria: I like the concept of having small grocery and liquor stores mixed into residential for
convenience, also supports local and reduces parking demands. What about a small community
garden as well?


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

2. Maritza Bermudez: Agree with Elia’s comments, like the market concept – great idea.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

3. Chris Bennett: Besides calming traffic, Elia’s idea would be nice for setting specific neighborhood
identities.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

4. Ryan Sparks: I love all our local neighborhood markets. I try supporting our local entrepreneurs as
much as possible.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

5. Community Member: Agree with Elia’s comments.


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

6. Community Member: Agree with Elia’s comments, these changes feel valuable. The local markets
are great places to grab limes when you inevitably run out!


Response: Noted. Thank you for your feedback on commercial uses in neighborhoods.

Other Questions and Answers
To close the CSG #2 meeting, a final questions and answers period was provided for the CSG and
community attendees. All questions and comments received are provided below.
General Comments/Questions
1. Chris Bennett: Does the parks department coordinate bike trails?


Response: On‐street bicycle lanes and off‐street bicycle trails involve interdepartmental
coordination at the City. Bicycle lanes and trails will be a part of our Mobility and Transportation
discussion planned as part of our upcoming CSG #3 Meeting.

1. Community Member: For the land use that's changing, I'm interested to know what the land use is
changing from as well as what it changes to. Would it be possible to identify and highlight any
notable land use changes? Such as a use increasing multiple levels in one direction or increasing to a
level that's a dramatic difference to its neighbor zones? That would give us citizens a bit of a
treasure map to raise concerns.
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Response: The presentation from the CSG #2 meeting will be placed on the City’s project website
for review by the community. As the preliminary land use concepts are refined as part of the
project process, additional maps and exhibits will be presented at future CSG meetings and
public meetings for community review and input.

2. Community Member: Isn't part of the mitigation for parking issues throughout this corridor being
addressed with FRAN services?


Response: The Consultant Team will be analyzing a variety of parking issues and FRAN service
expansion concepts and strategies as part of the Center City Corridors Specific Plan effort.
Mobility and transportation related concepts will be further discussed at our upcoming CSG #3
Meeting.

3. Community Member: Speaking of alternate transport options, does Anaheim have a policy on
electric scooter use (Bird, Lime, Etc). I really appreciate NOT having them all over the city right now.


Response: The City of Anaheim does not have rules or regulations related to scooters, as the
California Vehicle Code (CVC) provides the rules and regulates for where scooters can or cannot
operate.

Next Steps


Prepare meeting summary and distribute to CSG and place on project website



Schedule CSG #3 meeting to discuss Transportation / Alleyways / Urban Design topic areas



Come back to CSG in January/February 2021 with preliminary key concepts and graphics
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